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 What
 Why

Andrea Woolfolk
Elkhorn Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve

is historical ecology?

use historical ecology?

• Past and current conditions
• Landscape-level linkages and functions
• Potential to protect/restore land and water

NOT a template from which to re-create the
past
(adapted from San Francisco Estuary Institute)

 Wetland:

land that is wet for some time.

• Shallow edges of lakes, estuaries, and rivers;

springs, wet meadows, ponds.
• Important habitat, flood protection, groundwater

recharge, water filtration
 Slough: windy

waterway banked by mud

• Can be anywhere
 Estuary: where

freshwater and salt water
mix (“where rivers meet the sea”)

Digitizing
Maps
~60 maps
Mostly 1800s

1898
Map of Upper
Elkhorn Slough
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Georeferenced
1898 Map over
Current Aerial

Current Aerial
In ArcGIS 10.3

Shapefile created
from 1898 Map
and other
historical
sources
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N
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1830s Description of
Moro Cojo Rancho

Pajaro River

Elkhorn Slough

Moro Cojo

Castroville

Tembladero
Salinas
River

Marina

Andrea Woolfolk, presenter

Merritt Lake

Salinas River

Salinas

Carr Lake
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Physical
Environment:
From Texts
Elkhorn Slough
Moro Cojo

Herrmann 1879:“The four large sloughs. . .the
Turnbladers [Tembladero], the Castroville [Moro Cojo],
the Elkhorn and the Northfork of the Elkhorn [Bennett]. .
.are all filled brimful at high tide (which as I have made
sure to observe acts in the Elkhorn per ex. way up to the
upper landing near Watsonville and to a similar distance
in the others) and at ebbtide they all must discharge the
immense volume of water taken in, through the narrow
bar north of Moss Landing.”

Tembladero
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Change
Wetlands
mid-1800s

Castroville Argus 1880:“Salinas City is. .
.in the midst of natural lakes, some of
them of considerable depth and fed by
springs. . .reaching from Salinas city to
Castroville. Some of the lakes are deep
and permanent. Others are shallow, and
surrounded with wide belts of marsh
and tule.”

Salinas River

Johnson and Rodgers 1854: “In summer the Salinas is an insignificant
stream. . .and in winter a rushing current that destroys large tracts of fertile
country overflowing its banks and depositing on the low lands sand and
gravel, frequently to the depth of two and a half feet. In the Salinas there are
evidences of frequent changes in the beds of streams. . . The river
frequently during the winter forms for itself a new outlet. . .”

Change
Wetland
2005

Historical
wetlands

NWI 2005

In past, extensive interconnected wetlands,
from tidal estuaries to rivers and streams
to freshwater lakes, ponds and marshes

Andrea Woolfolk, presenter
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Maps and aerials you can use
at home
 Today

the string of lakes between Salinas
and Castroville has been mostly drained

 Diking/water

control structures limit the
amount of connectivity between
waterways/wetlands now

Andrea Woolfolk, presenter

 Aerial
 Lou

photos from 1930s – 1970s
Hare’s lake maps from early 1900s

 More. . .
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 Aerial
 Lou

photos from 1930s – 1970s
Hare’s lake maps from early 1900s

 Files available at
elkhornslough.org/habitat-restoration/historical-ecologytools.htm

Andrea Woolfolk, presenter
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amwoolfolk@gmail.com
elkhornslough.org/habitat-restoration/historicalecology-tools.htm

Merritt Lake early 1900s
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Fish:
From Texts
Santa Cruz
Sentinel 1882:
“Mullet are
running up the
Pajaro and
Elkhorn Sloughs.
These fish appear
annually for a few
weeks, and then
suddenly
disappear.”

Palou 1774: “There are many [California
Indians] in the vicinity of the river who
have not yet entered the mission. .
.because of the mussels and fish which
they have in the estuary into which the
river enters.”
Crespi 1772: “We came to another
arroyo with a good stream of
running water. . .we saw a great
many fish baskets made of rushes,
which the [California Indians] used
for fishing in that arroyo.” (Nearby
archaeological data: minnow,
Sacramento blackfish, perch)

DeAnza 1776: “Since [salmon] are fond of fresh water they
ascend the streams so far that I am assured that even at the
mission of San Antonio [near King City] some of the fish
which ascend the [Salinas] River have been caught. “

Habitat:
Examples

Roos 1897: “Soon [I] had passed Werner’s lake,
that body of water which, having stolen the blue
out of the skies, nestles closely in the lap of the
Pajaro Valley. And there frogs and the nightbirds
held high revelry.”

Overland Monthly 1870:
“Crossing in the ferry
boat. . A novel sight
greeted my inland-bred
eyes, as a seal popped
up nearby, regarding us
with a degree of
curiosity which did
great credit to his
intelligence”

Andrea Woolfolk, presenter

Sacramento Daily Union 1855: “California
terrapins. . .these epicurean favorites. . .are
said to be found in all the lagunas of fresh
water on the Salinas plains and
neighborhood of the town. . . .”
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